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WHITENESS IN LATIN AMERICA: 

MEASUREMENT AND MEANTNG IN NATIONAL CENSUSES 

(1850-1950) 

Mara LOVEMAN * 

Drawing o n an a nalysis of a il national censuscs conducted in Latin America from 1850 
to 1950, this article examines how tacit assumptions about the nature of« whiteness » 
informed the production of statist ical knowledge about Latin Amcrican populations. 
For insight into implicit racial beliefs that shaped ccnsus-taking in this pcriod, the 
article considers how census agents accomplished three basic tasks: l) identifying the 
« race» of individuals in the population; 2) prcparing statistical tables Io publicize 
census results; and, 3) projecting the racial composition of national populations in the 
future. The ana lysis identifies variatio n in notions of« whiteness » across the region, 
but also points to a set of broadly shared premiscs about the nature, value, and 
boundaries of whiteness that transccndcd nation-state boundarics in this period. 
Fundamental s imila rities in ideas about whiteness found in Lat in American ccnsuses 
appear even more starkly whcn the scope of analysis expands to include the censuses of 
the United States. [Key words: census, race, racial classification , whitcness, Latin 
America.) 

Les Blancs en A111ériq11e latine: 111es11re et signification dans les rece11se111e11ts nationaux 
( 1850-1 950). Fondé sur l'a nalyse de tous les recensements nat ionaux effectués en 
Amérique latine entre 1850 et 1950, le présent article examine la façon dont certains 
paradigmes tacites sur la « blancheur» ont modelé la production de connaissances 
statistiques sur les populations latino-américaines. Afin de clarifier les croyances racia
les implicites qui se sont exprimées dans ces recensements, l'article distingue trois 
opérations de base effectuées par les agents du recensement: l) identifier la« race» de 
chaque individu; 2) préparer des tableaux statistiques pour la publication des résulta ts; 
3) projeter la future composition raciale de la population nationale. L'ana lyse identifie 
des variations dans la notion de« Blanc » ù travers la région, mais révèle a ussi une série 
de paradigmes largement partagés sur la nature, la valeur et les limites de ce qu'est un 
Blanc, q ui traversait les frontières nationales de l'époque. La recherche conclut que les 
similitudes régionales en Amérique latine sur la s ignificat ion de la « blancheur » sont 
encore plus remarquables quand on les compare avec les paradigmes implicites et 
explicites sur la « blancheur » dans les recensements des États-Unis penda nt la même 
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période. [Mots-clés: recensement, race, classification raciale, bla ncheur, 
Amérique la tine.] 

Vol. 95-2, 2009 

La blancura en América Latina: 111edici6n y sentido en los ce11sos 11acionales ( 1850-1950 ) . 
A partir del a na lisis de todos los censos nacionales realizados en América Latina entre 
1850 y 1950, este art iculo examina c6mo las µremisas tàcitas sobre la « blancura » 
fo rmaron parle de la producci6n del saber estadistico sobre las poblacio nes la tinoame
ricanas. Con el fin de esclarecer las crccncias racia les implicitas que se plasmaron en Ios 
censos de este periodo, el articula distingue tres funciones basicas realizadas por los 
agentes del ccnso: 1) identificar la « raza » de cada individuo; 2) prepara r cuad ros 
estadisticos para publicar los resultados; 3) proyectar la composici6 n racia l futura de la 
poblaci6n nacional. El analisis identifica va riaciones en las nociones de la « blancura » 
a través de la regi6 n, pero también establcce un conjunto de premisas ampliamente 
compartidas sobre la naturaleza, el valor, y los deslindes de la « blancura », q ue 
sobrepasaban las fronteras nacionalcs de csa época. Estas premisas compartidas son 
aùn mas notables cuando se comparan con las premisas implicitas y explicitas sobre la 
« blancura » que informaban los censos de los Estados Unidos de América duranle el 
mismo periodo. [Palabras claves: censo, raza, clasificaci6n racial, blancura , América 
Latina.) 

The explicit identification of « whiteness »as a n object of study was a radical 
intervention in race scholarship in the United States, destabilizing the long 
tradition of identifying ethnie and racial studies with the study of ethnie and 
racia l minorities and tlleir problems. As pa ri of the social constructivist 
re-readiug of the history of race in America, the critical study of whiteness has 
rendered visible the fact that « white » - like other racia l and ethnie categorical 
identifications - is a social and historical, rather than a natural kind of person to 
be. The objectification of whiteness denaturalized the previously unmarked 
reference group in studies of race, and fueled the explosion of « whiteness 
studies » across several <liftè rent disciplines 1• 

Taken together, the varied contributions to whiteness studies scholarship have 
drawn attention to the many forms of invisible privilege that accrue to those seen 
as« white » in the United States. At the same time, this literature has made clear 
that the bounda ry of whiteness in the United States - that is, the social and 
sym bolic line demarcating who is white from who is not - has changed over time. 
Despite its naturalization as fixed, impermeable, a nd enduring, the boundary tha t 
demarcates who is white has broadened in some moments a nd cont racted in 
o thers, and it has been mo re o r Jess permeable for distinct « kinds » of individuals 
who have aspired to cross it. 

Wh ile the cascade of scholarship on whiteness in the United States continues 
to grow 2, the pivotai notion that the category « white » is clefined socia lly and 
historically has arguably macle much less of a splash in scholarship on race in 
Latin A merica. Indeed, there does not appear to be an analog in Latin Ameri-
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canist scholarship to the interdisciplinary field of« whiteness studies » that has 
coalesced in the United States. No doubt this owes largely to the very <liftèrent 
histories of racial division and resistance in the US and the individual countries 
of Latin America, diftèrences that are refractcd, to varying degrees, in the 
production of scholarship on race and ethnicity in each context. But perhaps it is 
also because what appeared in the United States as a radical and destabilizing 
analytical move, in the Latin American contexts comes as a somewhat peculiar 
version of rather old news. The idea of whiteness as an achie1•ed socia l status 
- that individuals, families, even entire communities may move across racial 
boundaries to beco111e white - was a central focus of scholarship on race in Latin 
America long before the recent surge of whiteness studies in the United States. 

The topie of whiteness has certainly not been ignorcd in scholarship on race 
in Latin America. Yet it has rarcly been the principal focus of investigation either. 
Studies of whiteness in the US suggest that making the« white» racial category 
a central focus of analysis, placing it directly beneath the objectifying lens, may 
yield new insights into the social production and reproduction of racial hierarchy. 
Sustained attention to how the category « white» is defined and deployed in 
particular contexts can help to illuminate how, exactly, race becomes naturalized. 
Precisely because « white» is so often the reference category in discussions of 
racial dynamics (in daily practice as in scholarship), problematizing the taken
for-grantedness of « whiteness » may advance understanding of how racial 
categories work to make socia l diftèrences appear to be natural diftèrences. 

While it may not make sense to simply transpose the entirc « whiteness 
stuclies »agenda from the US to Latin America, some central concerns from this 
varied field of scholarship could prove to be productive lines of inquiry for 
advancing comparative understanding of racial dynamics in Latin America. 
There are by now a number of very rich antlll'opological, sociological, and 
historical accounts of the racial dynamics of individual Latin American coun
tries during specific historical periods. Recent contributions have focused 
especially on the place of blackness and indigeneity in national constructions in 
the region 3

. Since racial and ethnie identities are constrncted relationally, these 
studies con tain within them a wealth of insights - sometimes implicit and some
times explicit - into the meaning and social significance of whiteness in many 
parts of Latin America. Building from these recent contributions, and taking a 
eue from whiteness studies in the US, we might pose a number of comparative 
questions that specifically a im to un pack the social meaning of whiteness in Latin 
America in comparative and historical perspective. 

Among the questions that might be posed by a critical study of whiteness in 
Latin America: How similar or diftè rent are understandings of « whiteness » 
across Latin America and within individual countries or localities over time? 
How were the boundaries o f whiteness constrncted historically in diftèrent pa rts 
of Latin America? What are the symbolic and material consequences of inclusion 
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in the category « white » in different parts of the region at different points intime? 
What are the social penalties for exclusion from the white racial category in 
comparative-historical perspective? Who could aspire to inclusion, in which 
contexts, and at what cost? To what extent arc there hierarchies witliin the 
« white» racial category in different Latin American contexts, and do intra-white 
distinctions (e.g., based on nationality or religion) affect how the boundary 
bet ween « Whites » and « non-Whites » is conceived? In what ways do under
standings of whiteness found in Latin America map onto understandings found 
in the US, and in what ways do they differ? Is « white» always the unmarked 
racial category in Latin America in the same way it is presumed to be in the 
United States? Of course, these questions do not exhaust the possible lines of 
inquiry into the social significance of whiteness in Latin America. Rather, they 
direct attention towards a promising new terrain for comparative research on the 
creation and maintenance of racialized social inequality in the Americas. 

The present contribution does not pretend to encompass ail of this vast 
terrain. The more modest aim of this article is to suggest the potential for 
comparative analysis of constructions of wbiteness in the Americas through a 
close examination of the use of the category « white » across the en tire region in 
one very specific context: national censuses. National cens uses are usually usecl by 
researchers to glean information about the size, composition and characteristics 
of populations. But they can also be read as historical texts, as cultural and 
political products that provide dues to the tacit assumptions and idcologies that 
influenced their creators 4. 

Based on a critical review of every availablc national census conducted in 
Latin America from Independence to the present day, this article analyzes how 
tacit assumptions and explicit beliefs about the nature of race in general , and the 
nature of « whitencss » in particular, informed the production of statistical 
knowledge about the racial make-up of Latin American populations. The analy
sis focuses especially on national censuses conducted between 1850 and 1950 that 
included a direct « race» query on the census schedule (the rationale for this 
focus is discussed below) . For ail such censuses, I examined the format of 
questions, the instrnctions to enmnerators, the presentat ion of racial statistics in 
official published results, and a ny accompanying narrative discussion or analyses. 

Necdlcss Io say, thcre is much variation in the census schedules and statistical 
descriptions of populations contained in Latin American censuses in this period. 
Without ignoring important axes of variation, however, the central a im of the 
present ana lysis is to identify points of com•e1ge11ce in conceptions of «white
ness » that informed census-taking in the rcgion . The reasons for this choice of 
emphasis are twofold. First, it is not possible within the space of a single article to 
fully describe, much Jess account for, the many differences in the production of 
racial statistics across ail the countries of Latin America or the often nuanced 
changes in enumerative practices within individual countries over time 5

. Second, 
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without forgetting that nomo thetic aspirations typically corne at a n icliographic 
cost, it can be fruitful to momenta rily bracket the exploration of historical 
differences to entertain the possibility of shared understandings, practices, or 
beliefs across the most varied circumstances. The identification of poi nts of 
convergence in understa ndings of« race» across contexts, in turn, can bolstcr the 
analysis of racial meanings in specific cases, by serving as a point of reference 
against which historically contingent idiosyncrasies of racial thought and prac
tice in disparate settings can be assessed . 

Thus, the prescnt analysis asks whether - or to what extent - national censu
ses in Latin America from 1850-1 950 reveal sharecl assumpt ions about the 
meaning of« whiteness ». Analysis of original census documents and publishcd 
results suggests that certain fund amcntal understandings about the nature, value, 
a nd boundaries of whiteness transcended nat ion-statc borders. Without a rguing 
that there was (or is) a single, unitary, « Latin American » understanding of 
whiteness, the analysis reveals that in certain key respects, taci t assumptions 
about the nature of whiteness appear quite similar in the national censuses of 
diverse Latin American countries. Further, implicit unclersta ndings of the nature, 
value, a nd boundarics of whitcness evident in the nat ional censuses of Latin 
American countries bear much more resemblance to each o ther than to the 
understandings of whiteness that informed racial enumeration in the nationa l 
censuses of the United States. 

The analysis that follows examines conceptions of whiteness in Latin Ameri
can censuscs by comparing how census-takers across countries accomplished 
three basic tasks entai led in the production of ofticial racia l statistics in this 
period : 1) the identification of« Whites » in the population; 2) the presentation 
of statistica l tables describing the results, and; 3) the projection of the racia l 
composition of the population in the future. T he analysis emphasizes points of 
convergence in the measure a nd meaning of « whiteness » in Latin American 
censuses, but also notes some points of divergence across distinct contexts in the 
Americas. Before proceeding to the a nalysis, I provide an overview of the set of 
texts upon which this study is based and comment brietly on the significance of 
national censuses in the histo ry of state and nation-building in Latin America. 

RACIAL CLASSIFICATION IN L ATJN Ai\IEIUCAN CENSUSES 

It may initia lly seem an odd choice to examine national censuscs from 
nincteenth and early twentieth ccntury Latin American for clues to tacit unders
tanclings about the meaning of the« white» racial category in the region. After 
a il , at independence the Spanish American republics clefinecl themselves in direct 
opposition to the legally inscribed ethnoracial hierarchy imposed by the Spanish 
colonial state. In their origins, the Latin American republics explicitly rejccted 
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- at least rhetorically - the practice of official racial classification. Nonetheless, 
the vast majority of Latin American republics (and monarchical Brazil) opted to 
classify their populations by «race» in at least one national census in the 
nineteenth or early twentieth century. 

Figure 1 presents a synoptic view of the national censuscs conducted by Latin 
American states from Independence to the present day. Cells shaded in light grey 
indicate that a country conducted (or attempted to conduct) a national census in 
that decade 6. Cells shaded in grey indicate that a census in that decade included 
an explicit «race» or « color » query. Blank cells indicate that no census was 
conducted in that decacle. A question mark indicates a census was reportedly 
ta ken in a given country and decadc but 1 have not been able to consult original 
sources to verify the content of the census questionnaire. 

Co..<taRiœ 

Cuba 
DomiriœnR 1. 
Ecuad:.r 

El Salvador 
Guatanala 

? 

Raœqœrtion 

l=:::J No r<1œ quertioo 

LJ=i Misenc1 inforrnatioo 

c:::::J No œtioml œn~1s v astaken in tha1 deœde 

FIG. 1 - Race queries in Latin American censuses, 1810s-1960s. 

Sources: Data is compiled from microfilm and print copies of original census schedulcs, reports, and rcsults; 
a rchivai and secondary sources that reference specific censuses; information available online at the oHicial 
wcbsitc of cach country's national statistics agency and information conta ined in Goyer mul Domschke (1983) 
and Platt (1989). Information from non-primary matcrials was cross-chccked with primary source matcrial 
whene\•er possible. 
Notes: a)« Race question» indicates a query that used the term mm ( raça ) or color ( côr) or asked « Is [the 
pcrson] ... » fo llowed by a choice of racial categorics; b) in tcn cases, more than o ne national ccnsus was 
conducted in a given decadc. In these cases, the ccll is shadcd if cithcr ccnsus or both includcd a race question; 
c) clarifying notes about se,·eral individual cells in figure 1 hm•e been omitted due to space constraints. 

From this large set of national censuses, the present article focuses especially 
on those conducted between 1850-1950, paying particular attention to censuses 
that includcd an explicit «race» query, or omitted such a query but nonetheless 
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discussed racial statistics in published census results 7
. There are both practical 

and theorelical reasons for this delimited focus. Practically, il makes sense to star! 
in the l 850s rather than immediately after Independence because so few Latin 
American countries attempted to conclue! a modern national census in the first 
decades of the nineteenth ccntury. There arc reported attcmpts in a hanclful of 
countries, but with the exception of Chile in 1813 and 1835, very litt le is known 
about these early initiatives 8

. Between 1850 and 1950, every Latin American 
country took at least one national census and the majority asked directly about 
«race» or « color » at least once in this period. This broad temporal scope thus 
allows consideration of the full set of Latin American countries - those that 
started census-taking relativcly early, and thosc that started later. By the J 960s, in 
turn, the majority of Latin American countries abandoned the use of direct 
« race » or« color » queries in national censuses 9

. 

Therc are also strong historical and theoretical reasons for focusing on the 
second half of the nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth. In 1850, 
the International Statistica l Congrcss convened for the first lime in Brussels and 
issued an influential recommendation that ail modern states should take periodic 
national censuses of their populations. Thereafter, census-taking took on 
increased symbolic and political importance for modernizing states world
wiclc 10

. ln Latin America , ta king a national census became a symbolically potent 
way to substant iate claims to membership in the club of « modern , 
civilized nations». 

Writtcn in the intcrnationally prcstigious language of statistics, and sanctio
ncd by the combined authority of science and the state, ccnsuses played featured 
roles in state and nation-building projects throughout Latin America 11

• From 
the latter half of the nineteenth centmy, nationa l censuses came to be seen as 
indispensable instruments fo r assessing - and publicizing - the progrcss of 
modernizing Latin Amcrica n nations. Of course, the precise timing and role of 
statistics agencies' contributions to state and nation building varied across cou n
tries and within countries over lime. But throughout the region, publishccl 
volumes of census results wcre seen as indispensible evidence and instruments of 
modern statehood, providing scientifically « objective» renderings of the prcsent 
and future« face of the nation » 12

• 

In part , the political import of national censuses owed to their simultaneous 
domestic and international legibility. Both the narrative and statistical content of 
nineteenth and early twentieth-ccntury census publications makes clear that their 
authors wcre oriented to domestic concerns and international ideological 
currents at the same time. With this dual audience in minci , census publications 
were carcfully craftcd as« scientific » portraits of the nation. 

Using statistics as their principal med ium, these national portraits helped to 
forge the tight linkage between ideas about «race» and ideas about modern 
nationhood in late ninetecnth and early twcntieth century Latin America. lndeed, 
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Latin American census publications from 1850- 1950 are exceptiona lly rich sites 
to investigate how the racial classification of populations was lied to nation
making projects in <liftèrent parts of Latin America and in the region as a whole. 
As one small part of this larger theoretical agenda, the analysis that follows 
examines the conceptions of « whiteness » that informed the production of 
national statistical portraits in Latin America from 1850 to 1950. By exploring 
how tacit beliefs about the nature, value, a nd boundaries of whiteness shaped 
official statistical descriptions of nationa l populations, the analysis highlights the 
rote of ccnsuses in yoking ideas of race and nation in Latin America, while also 
pointing to the potential for new lines of comparative research on the social 
significancc of« whiteness » in the Americas. 

THE NATURE OF WHITENF.SS: WHO IS WHITE? 

Up until the mid-twentieth century, when a« race» query was included on a 
national census schedule it was standard practice for census enumcrators to 
assign individuals' racia l classification. Self-identification only became the 
preferred method of enurneration after Wo rld War II; before that, enumerator 
ascription was almost always the official method for collection of racial data in 
censuses throughout the Americas 13

. In o rder to improve the quality and consis
tency of the data collected in this manner, census agencies oftcn issued explicit 
instructions to enumerators describing how to fill in the official forms. These 
official instructions, together with the format of questions and the allowable 
responses, can be read as cultural artifacts. They provide clues to tacit assump
tions about the nature of« race» as an object of statistical investigation 14

• 

What do the official questions, categories, a nd instructions for racial classifi
cation in censuses reveal about official conceptions of whiteness in Latin America 
in this period? Wh ile the specific a nswer to this question varies by country, certain 
sharecl assumptions about the nature of race in general and the nature of 
whitencss in particular are eviclent from census schedules from across the region. 
ln particular, there appea rs to be broad consensus in the tacit understanding of 
« race » as an objective individual trait cliscernible through simple sight , at least 
most of the time. T here also seems to be a shared assumption that « whiteness » 
is even more self-evident than other self-evident racial types. F inally, therc is 
suggestive evidence that « whiteness » is understood to be bound up with ideas of 
familial honor in many parts of the region. 

The broadly shared assumption that «race» is a self-evident, objective 
property of individuals can be seen in the format of race queries in Latin 
American censuses. Queries about race on Latin American censuses before WWTI 
generally took the fonn of one-word prompts rather than full questions. The 
word raza or co/or woulcl appear on the census fonn, followed by a blank line. 
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Some census schedules dispensed with any prompt whatsoever, leaving a simple 
blank to be filled in with one of a set of predetermined categories. T he fo rmat of 
these queries suggests that « race» was not considerecl a malter of« iclentity »or 
of communa l belonging, as it came be defined in the censuses of some countries 
of the Americas towards the end of the twentieth-century and beginning of the 
twenty-first. Rather, « race» was const rued as an essential individual t rait, as 
something a personj11s1 is. 

G iven this understa nding of race, census ermmerators were tasked with the 
job of reporting individuals' race by selecting the « correct »racial category from 
a fini te set of official opt ions. The specific terminology and number of categories 
that enumerators could choose from variecl across countries and often within 
countries over time. Typically, the set of categories included some combinat ion 
of « white» (bla11co), «black» ( 11egro), « indian » (i11dio or i11dige11a), and 
« mixed » (usually denoted with 111estizo and/or 11111lato, but ladino, trig11eiio, 
pardo, and 111ezc/ado also appeared in some cases). Some censuses also included 
amarillo as an official category, though this category was sometimes omitted in 
the presentation of results 15

• The inclusion of an « other » option in many 
contexts signaled recognition that the official category set was not comprehensive 
of a il « races » that might be identified in nat ional populations, while also 
implying the state's disinterest in the categorica l identifica tion of any « racial 
kinds » not already conceived as constitutive elements of the nation . 

Notably, while there is considerable variat ion across countries and over time 
in the availability and terminology of categories to describe individ uals of 
African, indigenous, « mixed » or « o ther » descent, there is a lmost no such 
variation with respect to the catcgory « white». With very few except ions, every 
Latin American census that includes a direct « race » query lists « white» as an 
ofiicial option 16

. Among the exceptions are the 1880 G uatemalan census and the 
1887 Honduran census, which employed the d ichotomous category set ladino or 
i11dige11a, and the 1950 Bolivia n census, which simply recorcled if individuals were 
indigenous or not (i11dige11a or no indigena). T hese cases highlight a binary racia l 
vision in some parts of Latin America, where the li ne dividing « I ndians » from 
the rcst of the population was elevated above other possible lines of differentia
tion. T he na rrative texts accompanying the published census results in these cases 
(discussed below) leave little cloubt that the ladino or 110 indigena classification 
was strongly associatecl with whiteness - though a whiteness unclerstoocl to 
hinge much more on distance from « indianness » !han on notions of 
« purity of blood ». 

From the perspective of those who wrote up inst ructions for census enume
rato rs, the question of whom to count as« white» on the census was not treated 
as problemat ic. The same clefinitely cann ot be saicl of o ther racial categories. 
Wh ile explicit instructions to enumerators fo r fi lling in the« race» field on census 
form s were not routine (testifying, again, to the presumed self-evidence of 
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«race»), in the cases where enumerato rs were given written instructions for 
completing this task, there is nota single instance of clarification about whom to 
classify as « white» 17

. At most, enumerator instructions provided acceptable 
shorthand for reporting someone as «white» (e.g: «mark " b" for bla11co »). 

White this was generally also true for the category « black » and, to a somewhat 
lesser extent, « Jndian », it is noteworthy that the self-evidence of whiteness was 
apparently too sclf-evident to mention, while the self-evidence of blackness or 
indianness might warrant explicit comment. For instance, the instructions to 
enumerators for the 1921 Guatemalan census stated matter-of-factly: «The 
characteristic marks of each race are well defincd ... For example, an individual of 
the yellow or black race is not easily confuscd with an lndian » (Guatema la. 
Direcci6n general de estadistica 1924). 

When enumerator instructions for reporting race went beyond issues of 
notation, it was usua lly to address the challenge of classif ying « mixed race» 
individuals. The enumerator instructions for the 1876 Peruvian census, 
for example, read: 

The column « Raza » has five subdivisions, the first for the 11•/iite race, the second for the 
i11dia11, the third for the black, the fourth for the mestiza, and the lifth for the asia11. The 
first, second, third and fifth do not pose a ny difliculty whatsoever in the categorization 
of the individuals who belong to them. As for the mestiza race .. . it is to be understood 
that il includes a il the mixtures [mezclas] without distinction (Peri1. D irecci6n de 
estadistica 1878, p. XXXIII). 

The 1920 Panamanian census included « uncler the generic denomination of 
mestiza everything that is situated between one race and another, making use of 
the general understanding of the tenn » (Pa nama. Direcci6n genera l del censo 
1922, p. 18). The 1940 Brazilian census allowecl enumcrators to deal with « mix
ture » by filling in the blank with any tenn, then later aggrcgating ail such 
open-ended responses into a catch-a il mixed-race « pardo » category. 

Enumerator instructions in Latin America reveal a concern with « accurate » 
classification of those of « mixed race», but the extent of this concern never 
approximated the classificatory obsession seen in enumcrator instructions in 
United States censuses. ln particular, there are no cases in Latin America where 
enumerators are explici tly cautioned to be wary of« misclassifying » those with 
any degree of « mixture » as «white». In the 1870 and 1880 US censuses, 
enumerators were told to « Be particula rly careful in reporting the class Mulatto. 
The word here is generic, and includes quadroons, octoroons, a nd ail persons 
having any perceptible trace of African blood. Important scientific results depend 
on the correct determination of this class in schedules 1 and 2 » 18

. The explicit 
directives to US enumerators to be on the lookout for « traces» of « African 
blood »and the lack of sucb directives to enumerators anywhere in Latin Ame
rica, suggests that ideas of« purity » figurecl much more centrally in the social 
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deflnition of whiteness in the United States tha n in most of Latin America in this 
period 19

• 

Also in contrast to the instructions for racia l classification in the US, in sorne 
Latin American countries enumerators were inst ructed to prioritize social eti
quette a nd clelèrence to familial honor ovcr concerns about accnracy in racial 
classification of respondents. A striking illustration of the concern about inj ury 
to persona! honor in simply asking about « race» is the 1876 Peruvian census, 
which incluclecl this note of caution to euumerators: 

No warning would be sufticient to impress o n the Enumerators the delicacy wi th which 
they sho uld proceed with this question, without ever allowing themsclves to ask the 
person concemed dircctly and making the annotation in his presence without Jett ing 
him see. Of course, when dcaling wilh absent individuals or with inscriptions bascd o n 
the dcclaratio ns of third parties, ask ing about race is inevilable; but in such unavoidable 
cases, [the enumerator] should proceed with extreme tact, so much so that, even dcaling 
with absentees, if possible the Enumerator, on most occasions, should avoid the 
question, whether bccause he knows the person or because, wben speaking of the 
pcrson his race is casually mentioned, or finally, by logical dcduct ion that a ncestors and 
descendcnts belong to the sa me race, as when he's dealing with the son of Whites o r the 
parents of someone who is white; in which case the questio n would be unnecessary and 
insulting [hiriente]. 20 

That asking about absent family members of a white individual would be 
inherently insulting reveals how the notion of family honor was bound to the idea 
of whiteness. To avoid the « insult » of inquiring about« race», Lat in American 
census takers were sometimes reminded Io keep their racia l classifications of the 
cnumerated out of view, or to record individnals' race « in a discrete manner »,as 
it was put to enumerators in the 192 1 Guatemalan census. 

When the array of direct « race » queries that appeared in Latin American 
census schedulcs between 1850-1950 are cxamined sicle by sicle, it is immediatcly 
clear that there is considerable variation across countries and over time in the 
specific methods and categories used Io racia lly classif y their populations. Yet the 
compa rison also suggests that underlying this variation, certain basic assump
tions about the nature of« whiteness » were shared among census-takers across 
the region. The mcchanics of racial ascription in Latin America's censuses in this 
period suggest that at the Ievel of the individual, « whiteness » was construed as 
an objective and observable persona) trait. The self-evidence of « race » per se 
was understood to be especially self-evident in the case of « Whites ». And 
indiviclual whiteness was strongly associated with notions of persona! a nd 
familial honor. 

Compar ing the range of Latin American census « race » queries with those 
that have appeared in the censuses of the US, it is clear that for purposes of 
o nïcial racial classification,« whiteness » was defined more narrowly in the latter 
context tha n in the former. While in the US census, the « white » racial category 
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was supposed to be restricted to individuals without « any trace » of « non
white » ancestry, in the censuses of Latin American countries the «white» 
category did not necessarily carry this implication. Without doubt, the« white » 
racial category was construed more narrowly in some Latin American censuses 
than in others. But in no instance was « whiteness » explicitly defined as restric
tively as it was in the censuses of the United States. 

THE VALUE OF WHITENF.SS: DF.SCRIBING AND INSCRUHNG RACIAL HIEUARCffi' 

White the queries and categories used to collect racial statistics in Latin 
American censuses reveal underlying assumptions about the nature of whiteness, 
the formai presentation of ceusus results yields insight into unspoken beliefs 
about the value of whiteness. As noted above, published volumes of censuses 
results were crafted as statistical portraits of the nation. In order to craft these 
national portraits, the masses of data collected by enumerators had to be aggre
gated, ordered, and packaged into the tidy rows and columns that comprise 
descriptive statistical tables. Census results do not present themselves; they are 
deliberately organized in ways that may reveal implicit assumptions of thei r 
creators 2 1

. The particular ways Latin American census-makers presented racial 
statistics in the published volumes of national census results suggests a broadly 
shared consensus about the position of whiteness in the « natural order » of 
racial hierarchy. 

Among the Latin American census publications that present statistics 
describing the racial composition of the population, there is almost complete 
uniformity in listing the number of « Whites » first , regardless of the numerical 
distribution of the population among racial categories. Thal this presentational 
choice seemed « obvious » speaks to the successful naturalization of the idea 
that the category «white» belongs at the top of any racial hierarchy. Of 
course, in the broader public spheres of individual Latin American countries this 
notion was openly contested at several moments across this period. In the first 
decades of the twentieth century, in particular, intellectuals, political elites and 
social critics developed elaborate and nuanced arguments about the relative 
merits and deficits of different «races» and thcir potential contribution to 
national development 22

. « Whites » were not left out of these debates. There 
were often disagreements about the relative worth of different « kinds » of 
« whites », disagreements that were analogons (though not identical) to thosc 
documentcd in historical scholarship on whiteness in the United States. But 
despite the contested and complicatcd ideological terrain in which individual 
census volumes were produced, when it came time to draw the tables reporting 
numerical results, the near universal tacit consensus was that « whites » should be 
li steel first 23

. 
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The rnost notable exception to this ordering trend proves the ru le. ln the 1921 
Mexican cens us, the first after the Revolution of 19 10, in the summary table titled 
« Razas », raza indigena is listed first, followed by raza 111ezc/ada, raza blanca, « ail 
other races or unknown », and « foreigners, without distinction by race» 
(México. Departamento de la estadistica nacional 1928, p. 62). The Mex ican 
Revolution, of course, extolled the indigenous past and constructed the ideolo
gical foundations for the construction of the Mexican raza c6s111ica; it was also 
virulently anti-imperialist and anti-colonialist, seeking to construct a new Mex i
can nationalism symbolica lly rooted in the glories of the indigenous past. The 
inversion of the« natu ral » order of racial categories was clearly a political act by 
those who produced the official statistics. And yet this deliberate disruption of the 
expected order of racial categories in the 192 1 Mexican census serves to confi rm 
the general rule, underscoring the extent to which the prioritization of « white
ness » is taken for granted in the presentation of racial statistics across 
most of the region. 

Notably, the privileging of whiteness sometimes comes across in the presen
tation of census results even in censuses that die! not include a direct « race» 
query on the census schedulc. To take one instance, Argentina's 1912 census of its 
territories included the query: « To what nation does the incliviclual belong? ». 
The nominal categories incluclecl in summary tables of the population by natio
na lity included only the names of recognizecl countrics, thus ruling out official 
statistical recognition of Argentina's remaining incligenous peoplcs. Further, the 
nominal list of nationalities clisplayed in presenting the results was restricted to 
th ose countries that f ell uncler the meta-categories « Europeans » and « Ameri
cans ». From data on nationality, thus circumscribed, the report on the 1912 
census of territories constructed a description of the racial composition of the 
Argentine population. The twenty-five « European »and « American » nationa
lity categories that appearecl in the 1912 census report werc lumped into groups of 
five razas. These included: 1) the « Latin race», which was subdivided into 
« Argentines », « Spanish-speaking Americans »,and « Latinos of other langua
ges »; 2) the« German race»; 3) the« Anglo-saxon race»; 4) the« Slavic race»; 
and 5) the « Scandinavian race» (Argentina. Direcci6n general de territorios 
naciona les 1914, p. 26). 

This particular strategy of deriving racial categories from Europcan and 
American nationality categories effectively ruled out the statistical registering of 
non-Europea n racial types in the Argentine population. Indeed, the text that 
accompanied the table admitted as much: « ln speaking of races we do so taking 
into account the population nominally enumerated, omitt ing the indigena » 

(Argentina. Direcci6n general. .. 1914, p. 26). The fact that African-clescent incli
viduals were also omitted is not even explicitly mentioned (see Andrews 1980). 
This method of presenting racial statistics departed from the assumption that 
Argentina was always-alreacly white. The statistical table conceded racial cliver-
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si ty within the nation, but a racial diversity that was nonetheless entirely 
«white». The approach to presenting racia l statistics in Argentina exemplifies 
how the categories used to display numerical data couic! render invisible entire 
segments of the population and, in so doiug, (re)inscribe the conceptual pairing 
of the category «white» with the category « nation» 24

. 

T he decisions macle in the presentation of official racial statistics in Latin 
A merican census reports from this period display a near consensual privileging 
of the «white» racial category. Jn this specific respect, the clisplay of racial 
statistics in Latin American ceususes a lso converges with the default privileging 
of the «white» category in statistical tables of census reports in the United 
States. At the same time, the organization of stat istical tables reveals divergence 
across the region a nd over time in the conceptua lization of the specific rela
tionship between the category « white» and other racia l categories, and between 
the category « white» a nd the nation as a whole. This variation in understandings 
of the boundaries of whiteness in relation to the nat ion is amplified in the 
narrative discussions that accompanied statistica l tables in published census 
reports. 

THE BOUNDARIES Of WHITENESS: PROJECTING A WHITER FUTURE 

Jn addition to pages a nd pages of statistical tables, published volumes of 
census resul ts frequent ly contain carefully composed narrative analyses of the 
demographic « fact s » made visible by the census. The a nalyses of racial statistics 
in these reports tend to focus heavily on the significance of demographic trends 
for the future racial composition of the nation. T he demographic projections 
made in Latin America n census reports reveal a shared understa nding of the 
principal demographic processes fueling change in the racial composition of 
p opulatio ns. Aeross the region, census reports pointed to the roles of differential 
fertilit y a nd mortality, immigration, a nd miscegenation in moving populat ions in 
a whiter di rection. 

Significantly, however, concurrence about the principal demographic meclw-
11isms and direction of racial cha nge led to different projected 011tco111es from the 
unfoldi ng of demographic processes. In some countries, demographic trends were 
said to have al ready fo rged a homogenous « white» nation; in others, a « white
ned » nat ion was projected in the future. In still o thers, it was predicted that the 
population would fu se into a homogenous « mixed » type; on the whole, such 
111estizo nations would be whiter than present populations, but they would never 
be just « white». Among other things, these different projections reflected the 
historically specific ways that p erceived demographic rea lities of « race » were 
refracted through distinct conjunctmes of ideological, political and social strug
gle over the boundaries of citizenship and nationhood. 
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When census reports drew at tention to racial differences in rates of fertil ity or 
mortality, it was inevitably to note the quicker pace of « natural » increase among 
« Whites ». In Bolivia, for instance, the author of « A statistical sketch of 
Bolivia » concluded his discussion of « the races a nd their relations » with the 
presentation of comparative data on the rates of reproduction of « Whites »and 
J11dios. Presenting numbers that purported to show that more« White » children 
were being born tha n i11dio children, the author concluded with a n air of relief 
« that the White is multiplying more than the other » (Dela nce 1975 [1851], 
p. 205). In another example, the report on the 1920 llrazilian census presented 
tables of birth and death rates broken clown by « race » to illustrate the higher 
growth rate of the« white » population. T he report underlined the significance of 
these statist ics: « In this work of aryanization of our people there are more 
energetic collaborators tha n the immigration of white races from E urope ... there 
are natural a nd socia l selection, wh ich accelerate extraorclinarily among us the 
rapidity of the process of reduction of the ethnically inferior elements » (Brazil. 
Directoria gera l de estatistica 1922, p. 337). 

A striking example of a n expia nat ion of« white » growth as a share of total 
population stemming from « natural selection » is found in the 1898 Cuban 
census. Taken immediately after US military occupation of C uba , the published 
census report (which appeared in English) was composed by officers of the US 
War Department and clearly o riented to a North American audience. ln reference 
to a table reporting a dccline in the« colored » sha re of the C u ba n population in 
the second ha lf of the ninetcenth century, the report notecl: 

T heir diminution relative Io the \Vhites, during the las t half century, is doubtless but 
another illustration of the inability of an inferior race to hold ils own in compet ition 
with a supcrior one, a truth which is bcing demonstratcd on a much Iarger sca le in the 
U nited States. (United States. \Var departmcnt.. . 1900, p. 97) 

U nlike the other cases considered, this census reflected the imperialist and 
racist gaze of the US War Depa rtment. Notably, the « survival of the fittest » 
imagery in the C uban census, which suggests explicit (and fatal) compctition 
between « the races», contrasts with the image of more inaclvertent and« paci
fie» processes of biological and social selection highlighted in the censuses of 
other Lat in Amcrica n count ries. Nonetheless, the unclerlying notion that select ive 
proce.sses resulted in higher rates of « natura l » growth for« Whites » was shared . 

The whi te share of the population was a lso sa id to be growing in severa l Latin 
American countries due to European immigration. (The influx of non-European 
immigrants of various kinds, on the other ha nd, was ra rely a focus of discussion.) 
European immigration as a mecha nism of clemographic cha nge was emphasized 
in Brazilia n cens us reports between 1890 and 1920. Following a table that 
displayed the absolute numbers of Europeans of different nationali ties who 
enterecl into various Brazilian ports between 1908 and 1920, it was notecl: « This 
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admirable immigratory movement not only contributes to the rapid augmenta
tion of the coefficient of the pure Aryan mass in our country; additionally, by 
crossing and re-crossing with the mesliça population, it contributes with equal 
rapidity to raising the Aryan element of our blood » (Brazil. Directoria geral de 
estatistica l 922, p. 337). 

Even in countries with a poor record attracting European immigrants, census 
reports might note the potential of such inunigration to fuel racial-demographic 
change. The introduction to the 1893 Guatemalan census suggested, for example, 
that the « shadow » cast over Guatemalan development by the « indifference » 
and « passive attitudes » of the indigenous numerical majority could be counte
racted [11e11tralizado], in part, « by European and North American immigrants, 
who were energctic and ha rdworking, if notas numerous as would be ideal ». ln 
addition to their cultural and economic contributions to the vitality of the nation, 
immigrants would help to improve the « quality » [ ca l i dru~ of the national 
population through their «contribution to national robustness » (Guatemala. 
Dircccion gcncral de estadistica 1894, pp. 14-15). 

European immigration - whether actual or potential - was described in many 
cens us reports as a means to augment the« white» share of national populations. 
European immigrants were seen to bode well for the whitening of national 
populations not only through the additive effect of a net inflow of« Whites » into 
the population, but also through an i11tegratÏl'e eftèct, by « combining » with the 
native-born population. This points to a third demographic process idcntified in 
census reports as an engine of racial demographic change: miscegenation, 
or mest izaje. 

In a wide a rra y of contexts, 111est izaje was reported to contribute to the overall 
whitening of the population through the assimilation (disappearance) of i11dige-
11as or negros. The fact that « mixture» also entailed reducing the relative number 
of « Whites », on the other band, was not usually mentioned. This bias in 
emphasis in Latin American census reports reflects the fact that despite its 
semantic neutrality, mestizaje was typically construed as a socio-demographic 
process that moved populations in a ll'hiter direction. In principle, and in its most 
idealized formulations, 111estizaje implies a neutral fu sion of distinct « kinds » 
into a unique new « kind » that is better than the sum of ils parts. Historically and 
in praclice, however, mestizaje - as a socio-demographic process and as ofticial 
ideological trope - has tended lo privilege and promole the« white» component 
of the mix 25

. 

In a few cases, mestizaje was explicitly described as a demographic proccss 
that would eventually yield a whitcned population. The 1920 Brazilian census, 
cited above, is the most blatant example of this view. The idea that racial mixture 
was whitening Brazil's population Jlipped the « hypodescent rule » that was 
institutionalized in law throughout most US states in this period on its head. In 
Brazil, when « Whites » mixed with « non-Whites », the result was not the 
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pollution and degeneration of whiteness, but the improvement, regeneraton, and 
eventual dissipation of non-whiteness. 

lvlestizaje was more often construcd in census reports to be moving the 
aggregate population in a whiter direction, but not necessarily towards a 
thoroughly whitened population in the fut ure. Even in countries and at historical 
momeuts when it was celebrated as constitutive of nationality, 111estizaje was 
usually described in census reports as a process that pulled the population 
irreversibly a111ay from the categories « black» and « indian », whether culturally, 
biologically, or simply numerically. ln many Latin American census publications 
- including cases where the census did not collect data that could speak to the 
question - mestizaje was credited with the decline in number of indigenous 
peoples within the national terri tory. Venezuelan uational censuses, fo r example, 
reported rough estimates of the indigenous population that purported to 
demonstrate their rapid blending into the general population (Venezuela. 
Direcci6n general de estadistica 1938). The introduction to the 1893 Guatemalan 
census, to take another example, aftirmed that two-thirds of the national popu
lation was i11dige11a, « but in some districts, and especia lly nea r the centers of the 
white population , the [i11dige11a] race has suffered declines as a consequence of 
mixing [cruzmnento] in various degrees » (Guatemala. Direcci6n general de 
estadistica 1894, p. 15). Similarly, in Argentina, the report of an estimated total 
of 58,979 i11dige11as in the Argentine terri tories was inunediately qualified with the 
d aim that although the numbcrs were not diminishing « with the rapidity that 
was believed », the indigenas « become mixed [se 111estizr111], bccome civilized, and 
become diluted in the general mass of the population » (Argentina. Direcci6n 
general. .. 1914, p. 34). 

Commentaries in official census reports often cheered the projected 
disappearance of indigenas as a distinctive elcment in the national population, 
even as they celebrated the contribution of indigenous groups to clefining the 
essence of the nation. In the 1900 Ilolivian census, ta take one example, the 
observation that the diverse« incligenous races »of Bolivia weredestinecl to disap
pear was fo llowed by the claim that each of them had « contributed to stamping 
( i111pri111ir) the peculiar character of the nationality that has formed within the 
limits that today constitute the Republic of Bolivia » (Bolivia. Oficina nacional. .. 
1973, p. 25). Notably, this same census reported that indigenas made up the majo
rity (50.91 %) of the population 26

• The raza 111estiza was the next largest group 27
. 

Nonetheless, the census report assured readers that the numerical minority of 
« whites » remaiuecl firmly in contrai of the country:« the White race, descendent 
of the Spanish, whose most illustrious names are found here iu profusiou, is the 
smallest in number but has retained ovcr ail the others the supremacy [the white 
race] obtains in ail places ... » (Bolivia. Oficina nacional. .. (1 973] 1902, p. 30). 

Wh ile the 1900 Bolivian census maintained a clear divide between « Whites » 

and 111estizos, in other contexts, 111estizaje was understoocl to blur the distinction 
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between these two categories, while leaving the line demarcating « Jndian » from 
everyone else intact. In one example, the 1940 Peruvian census reported a major 
shift in the racial composition of the population between 1876 and 1940 using a 
bar graph that combined the« white» and« mestizo » talais in a single bar labeled 
blanca y 111esriza. The growth of the blanca y 111estiza population over time was 
measured against the diminishing size of the population categorized as india. The 
Jumping of blanca y 111estiza to report the trajectory of racial demographic change 
implied the fuzziness - even irrelevance - of the boundary between them, while 
thcir combined juxtaposition to the category india made clear that the result of 
111estizaje is an approximation towards whiteness. 

In another example, the 1893 Guatemalan census report explained that the 
category ladino referred to the combinat ion of« Whites »and« the mixture of the 
European with the indigena ». Treating them together made sense, the report conti
nued, because« themixtureof the European with the indigenous racehasnot pro
duced either facultative decrease nor intellectual or moral debilitation » 
(Guatemala. Direcci6n ... 1894, p. 14). At the same time that the boundary 
between « white »and 111estizo was downplayed through use of the category ladino 
in the narrative analysis, the boundary between ladino and indigena was maintai
ned stark and clear - though by no means impassable. Guatemala was portrayed 
as a dual society, composed of two «races» - ladinos and indigenas- that did not 
« move to the same compass »(Guatemala. Direcci6n ... 1894, p. 15) 28

• The diffe
rcnccs bctween them were not, however, « organic »:«The Indians who enter into 
any type of immediate relations with the families or services of the active society, 
quickly devclop an amount of energy disproportionate to what you would pre
sume from a glance at the race as a whole, and this phenomenon is especially 
noticeable among the Jndian women ». Through both sexual and social contact , 
the bounda ry bet ween indigenas and ladinos cou Id be casily crossed, though only in 
one direction. 

J n most cases where111es/ izaje was highlighted as a mechanism of racial change, 
it was construed as one demographic process among others moving 
the aggregate population in a whiter direction. Mestizaje « explained » the 
shrinking numbcrs of « Blacks» and « Indians », while simultaneously clocu
menting the particular blend of human types that made up the « not cxactly 
white ... or al111ost white» national 111estizo type (Martincz-Echazabal 1998, 
p. 34). Once again, the 192 l Mexican census stands out as an exception that 
proves the rule. In contrast to the more common tendency to conceive 111estizaje 
as means of collective approximation towarcls whiteness, the 1921 Mexican 
census emphasized mixed-ness as an end point in itself. In this version of 
mestizaje, the distance between 111estizo and indigena was symbolically shorter 
than the distance between 111estizo and «white». Matter-of-factly, the census 
reported that the majority of the Mexican population corresponded to the raza 
mezc/ada, followed by the raza indigena and then the mza blanca. The blunt 
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reporting of absolute numbers of each « race » was followed by a lengthy 
discussion of the various indigenous languages and archaeological treasures to 
be found in different parts of Mexico. The statistical description of a predomi
nantly mestizo present population was th us followed by the narrative evocation of 
the glorified indigenous past upon which modern Mexican mestizo national 
identity was constructed (México. Departamento de la estadistica nacional 1928, 
pp. 51-53). 

Stepping back, it becomes clear that discussions of racial demographic trends 
in Latin American censuses in this period hinge on two distinct, even contradic
tory, conceptions of the character of the boundaries of whiteness. On the one 
hand , analyses of differential fertility, mortality, and immigration as sources of 
growth in the relat ive size of the «white » population belie a vision of racial 
boundaries as solid, stable, enduring 29

. Change in the racial composition of 
the nation is envisioned to occur through additive increase in the number of 
« Whites » relative to other racial categories, white the boundaries bet ween 
categories remain the same. On the other hand, analyses of 111estizaje as fueling 
racial demographic change tend to imply a vision of the bounda ry of whiteness as 
more porous, malleable, even dissolvable in some cases. Aggregate shifts in the 
population in the direction of whiteness take place through integrative increase in 
the share of the population that is neither « black » nor « Indian ». Rarely, 
censuses depict mestizaje as a demographic process that blurs ail racial bounda
ries with equanimity, resulting in population projections that tack directly in 
between the constituents parts to the racial mix. More often, censuses show 
111estizaje to blur the boundary between «white » and 111estizo white lcaving other 
boundaries intact, resulting in population projections that gravitate towards a 
whiter - if never fully whitened - future. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The survey of efforts to classify and quantify « whitcness » in Latin America's 
national censuses from 1850-1950 makes clear that there is significant variation 
across the region and over time in the nuances of racial thought that informed the 
production of racial statistics. Indeed, on one level, this analysis confirms the 
truism that it is always hazardous to venture generalizations about « race» in 
Latin America as if Latin America were a single monolithic and coherent unit. 
C learly, to properly understand and explain the specific content and socio
political significance of any of the individual census volumes considered here 
requires rigorous historical analysis of the scientific, political, and cultural 
contexts of production, reception, and dissemination. The broad comparative 
perspective adopted in this article is no substitute for deep historical research on 
individua l cases. 
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Yet the sharply focused but wide-angle analytical Jens deployed in this essay 
productively complements such idiographic research. The broad comparative 
analysis of the meaning and measure of« whiteness » in Latin American censu
ses illuminates several fondamental points of convergence in the racial unders
tandings that informed the production of statistical portraits of Latin American 
nations in this period. Taking stock of these points of convergence enriches 
existing and future idiographic research, by bringing into focus the specificities of 
individual cases that are most surprising - and th us sociologically interesting - in 
comparative and historical perspect ive. Taking stock of sharecl assumptions 
about the meaning of whiteness in Latin American census production also 
illuminates key contrasts - but also significant similarities - to the meaning of 
whiteness in censuses in the United States. Consideration of the si111i/arities with 
the United States, in particular, suggests the potential for clevelopment of a Latin 
American analog to parts of the intellectual agenda cha rted by « whiteness 
studies » in the United States. 

The comparative review of the production of racial statistics in Latin Arne
rican censuses brings Io light certain fundamental commonalities in tacit assump
tions about the nature, value and boundaries of whiteness. With regard Io 
understandings of the nature of whiteness, the analysis revealed that those who 
crafted census questionnaires presumecl that enumerators clid not need guidance 
to iclentif y « Whites » in the population. Whiteness was treatecl as if it were 
completely self-evident, a property of individuals that coulcl easily be read by 
enumerators from bodily and , in some cases, societal eues. With regard to 
assumptions about the value of whiteness, analysis of stat istical tables revealed a 
near universa l consensus that « white» belongs first among racial « kinds ». With 
rega rd to concept ions of the boundaries of whiteness, analysis of demographic 
explanalions for shifts in the racial composition of populations revealed that 
almost ail countries in this periocl pronounced, projected or aspired to collective 
clemographic movement in a whiter direction. 

Analysis of the measure and meaning of whiteness in Latin American 
censuses also revealed that multiple and somet imes contradictory understan
dings of whiteness coexisted within inclividual census volumes, with no apparent 
tension. As noted above, accounts of racial demographic shifts fueled by « natu
ral » increase, immigration, and 111estizaje implied simultaneous acceptance of 
two very diffcrent conceptions of the character of white racial boundaries. ln 
addition, white at theindividual level whiteness was treatecl as self-evident and sta
ble, an enduring characteristics of particular human beings, at the collective level, 
whiteness was construed as variable, a malleable and (in some versions) ac/1ie1•able 
trait of national populations. Wh ile perhaps not surprising, the easy coexistence 
of a lternative conceptions of whiteness within individual Latin American census 
volumes underscores the complexity - and slipperiness - of racial categories, 
both as tbey are used in practice, and as abjects of social scientific analysis. 
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Cross-cutting the historical particularities of individual cases, certain funda
mental understandings of« whiteness » pervade the production of racial statis
tics in Latin American censuses in this period: whiteness is obvious, whiteness is 
privileged, and whiteness is desired. Notwithstanding the myriad ways this 
generalization woulcl be specified as applied to any particular case, there is a 
broacl « fami ly resemblance » across the region in the key tacit assumptions about 
the nature of whiteness that inform the production of racial statistics 
in national censuses. 

The« family resemblance » in tacit understandings of whitcncss that infor
med statistical prod uction in Latin America appears more starkly whcn the scope 
of analysis is extcnded to include the United States. In addit ion to the specific 
points of contrast specified above, the treatment of whiteness in US and Latin 
Amcrican ccnsuses diverges sharply in one respect in particular. The conception 
of whiteness as a collective trait that could be demographically approximated or 
achieved - a conception fo und in different variants in census volumes throughout 
much of Latin America - ran counter to the dominant notion of whiteness 
operationalizcd in the censuses of the United States. In the US Census in this 
period, whiteness was not a collective status to achieve, but a national trai t to 
preserve. Demographic trends like immigration and miscegcnation that were 
hailed in many Latin American censuses as contributions to national (qua racial) 
progress, appeared in US censuses as threats to the national racial order. 

Yet perhaps in a more fundamental respect, tacit beliefs about whitencss 
contained in US and Latin American censuses are vcry much alike. As in almost 
ail Latin American censuses in this period, in US censuses the «white» racial 
category always came first. It was listed first in enumerator instruction and 
questionnaires, in statistical tables reporting results, and in narrative lists of racial 
categories. The place of« white » in the« natural order »of racial categories was 
too obvious to be questionecl. Ideologically orga nized statistica\ tables that 
inscribed a preference for whiteness were presented and, we might reasonably 
assume, read as neutral descriptions of numerical facts. 

Of course it is precisely the i11visibility of the preference for whiteness - exem
plified in the seeming naturalness of placing the« white» catcgory first in tables 
of racial statistics - that helped to inspire and is directly challenged by much 
whiteness studies scholarship in the United States. In rccent years, especially, this 
scholarship has becn less concerned with documenting the open and explicit 
history of racial exclusion and violence in America, and more concerned with 
understanding the dimensions of white racial privi lege and domination that are 
not generally perceivecl as such. To date, scholarship on race in Latin America has 
paid more attention to the former type of dynamics than to the latter. 

Here is where the identification of a shared understand ing of the « natural 
order » of racial categories in censuses from across the Americas generates a 
promising new avenue of rescarch for students of Latin America. As in the US, 
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the analysis of explicit discourses, practices, a nd cxperiences of racia l margina
lizat ion in Latin America would be advanced through simultaneous a nalysis of 
socially invisible forms of racial preference, privilege and domination. By objec
tifying « whiteness », ma king tacit assurnptions explicit , naming the« obvious », 
and identifying racial privileges that are not recognizecl (by those who enjoy 
them) as such, research on the socia l significance of whiteness in Latin America 
mighl help lo denaluralize the hierarchical order that today still remains « the 
natural order of things » throughout so much of the region. * 

• Manuscrit reçu en lëvricr 2009, accepté pour publication en septembre 2009. 

NOTES 

This a rticle was originally preparcd for the confe rence « Des catégories et de leurs usages dans la 
construction socia le d 'un groupe de référence: " race", "ethnie" et "communauté" aux Amériques », 
held al the EHESS, Paris, 13- 14 Decembcr, 2006. T am vcry gratcful 10 the conference organizers, 
Véronique Boyer a nd Sara Le Menestrel, for the invitation to participate, a nd to the other conference 
attcndees for the stimulating exchange of ideas. 1 also wish to thank Jim Cohen and Carmen 
Salazar-Soler for their thoughtful writtcn comments to the original confcrence paper, and Peter 
Kolchin, Daniel Sabbagh, Cha rles Hale, Peter Wade, Peter Fry, and Jua n Carlos Garnvaglia for their 
constructive questions and c ritiques. T hanks arc also due to the anonymous re1·iewers for the Jaumal 
de la Socié1é des A111érica11is1es fo r their thoughtful suggestions fo r improving the essay. Rcsearch for 
this article was supported in part by a grant from the Graduate School at the University 
of Wisconsin, Madison. 

l. Foundationa l works include Roed igcr (199 1; 2005), Domingucz ( 1994), Igna tiev (1995), Jacob
son (1999). For crit ical review of contributions to literaturc on whitencss in the United States, see 
Donnell (1998), Kolchin (2002), G uglielmo (2003). 

2. See Kolchin (2009) for a rcview of rcccnl contributions. 
3. Spacc constraints do not permit a full listing of the many notable contributions to this literaturc. 

Importa nt works include Wade (1993), Skidmore (1993), Mallon (1995), de la Fuente (200 1), Andrews 
(2004), La rson (2004) and the collection of cssays compilcd by Appelbaum el al. (2003). 

4. For more on this approach Io the analysis of censuses, see, inter alia, Hirschma n (1987), 
Patriarca (1996), Ke rtzer and Arel (2002), O tero (2006). 

5. To ex plain changes in census questions a nd categorics within countries over lime requires a deep 
engagement with the historiography to understand how de\•clopments in the polit ical, scientific, and 
cultu ral fields shaped census-taking practiccs. 1 have attcmpted such an analysis of the Brazilia n case 
elsewherc (Loveman 2009). 

6. Many of the ninclccnth-century censuses rcported in Figure 1 - and some early-twent ieth 
century censuses as well - have been disavowed by contcmporary national statis tics agencies as 
unreliablc and incomplete. But the tcchnical and procedural shortcomings of early censuses do not 
hinder their a nalysis as politica l and cultural artifacts. For a fèw of the early nineteenth-ccntury cases, 
there are documentcd reports of a national census but little information beyond tlmt. T hese cases 
require additional rescarch. 

7. Note that ccnsus qucrics related to cultural charactcrist ics, such as language used in the home, 
dietary choices, or clothing, a rc not reportcd in Figure l. Such qucries are directly relevant to 
understa nding how Latin American stat istics agencies conceivc (and construct) lines of« difference » 
within their respective populations, a largcr project which 1 tackle in anolhcr context. The more 
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narrowly circumscribcd focus or the prcsent analysis, however, is the subset of Latin American censuses 
that attcmpt to dircctly disccrn the« race» or« color »of individuals in the population. 

8. Chile's carly ccnsus efforts arc aualyzed in Jaramillo (2004). Provincial and local le\·el enume
rat ions took place in se\•cral Latin Amcrican count ries du ring thesedecades, but for most countries, the 
aspiration to conduct a 11a1io11a/ccnsus did not bear fruit until the second part of the nineteenth century 
or bcginning of the twcnt icth. 

9. Most count rics dropped direct race queries from census questionnaires for a combination of 
pragmatic, political and international reasons (see Loveman 200 1, pp. 332-334). 

10. On the inst itutionalization and international diffusion of modern census-taking, sec Vcntrcsca 
(1995). 

11. There is a growing body of research on the connections bctween ccnsus-taking and state and 
nation-building in individual Latin American countries. See Clark (1998), Botclho (1998), Jaramillo 
(2004), Otero (2006), Raga (2008). 

12. ln addition to translation of census publications into French (the ninctccnth-ccntury language 
of international diplomacy}, standardized methods, fonn, and prcscntation of rcsults ail contributed 
to the international legibility of census publications. 

13. ln practice, of course, enumerators may have allowed household hcads or othcrs Io fiH out thcir 
own forms in some contcxts. But officially, the cnumerator was supposed to assign each individual Io 
the« correct » racial category. 

14. Of the 190 national ccnsuses included in my review, 1 was able to obtain a copy of the original 
census schedule for 11 5. Of thosc with a direct race or color question prior to \V\VI 1, 56 include some 
kind of written instructions to enumerators pertaining to the race query. 

15. Convcrscly, in a fcw instances tables reporting census results at the provincial level report the 
number of amari//o individuals even though <mwril/o was not an allowablc catcgory according to 
official enumcrator instructions. Such discrepancies speak to the disjuncture between oRicial visions of 
the relevant racial kinds that makc up the nation and the much broader array of ethnoracial 
distinctions informing social interactions in daily life. 

16. This daim is bascd on analysis of the subset of 50 censuses for which 1 was able to consult the 
original census schedulc fo r the official catcgorics uscd by cnumcrators. Of thcsc thcrc are four cases 
where a « white» category was not included in the oflïcial category set: Guatemala 1880; Honduras 
1887; Bolivia 1950, and Colombia 2005 (the latter case corresponds to a different historical moment in 
the history of racial enumeration in l atin America, sec Lovcman 200 1, p. 336). 

17. ln this respect , instructions for racial classification on Latin American censuses mirrored thosc 
in the United States, wherc clarificat ion for how to idcntify « \Vhites » is also conspicuously absent 
from enumerator instructions (Nobles 2000, pp. 187-190). 

18. The« mulatto » catcgory was eliminated from the US census in 1900. Il returned in 1910 and 
1920, but in 1930 « Negro» bccame an all-cncompassing catcgory for individuals showing any trace of 
African ancestry. On race classification in the US census, see Lee ( 1993), Goldberg ( 1997), Anderson 
and Ficnberg (2000), Nobles (2000), Schor (2009). The exclusion of a « rnixed race» category of any 
sort for rnost of the twentieth century in US censuses stands in markcd cont ras! to racial classification 
practices in Latin America during the sarne period. 

19. This is not to dcny that idcas of « blood purity » informed - and continue to inform - ideas 
about race in the social thought and practices of some scctors of Latin Amcrican socictics. The point 
hcrc is that the wcight placcd on « purity » as a criteria for eligibility in the« whi te» census category 
was much greatcr in the US. 

20. This cautionary tone was reiterated in the instructions to enumerators for the 1940 Pcruvian 
ccnsus. The instructions rcad: « ls [the individual] white, indian, black, yellow or mestizo? - Il is not 
necessary to ask this question when the individual is sccn; the Enumcrator will record the data 
according to his persona( judgement. Persons without a defined race such as white, indian, black or 
yellow will be rcportcd as mestiza » (Pcrù. Dircccié>n de estadistica 1944, p. 598). 

21. See Goldstein (2000), Zerubavel (1996), Hirschman (1987), Monmonicr (1991), Starr (1987). 
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22. From the large and still growing literaturc on this topic, sec especially Graham ( 1990), Helg 
( 1990), Stcpan (1991 ), Skidmore (1993), Martinez-Echazabal (1998), Wade (1993), Lesser( 1995; 1999). 

23. The dividing lincs 11'i1/ii11 the« white» catcgory were often understood Io be racial lines, as well 
as national and religions. See Kolchin (2002); Guglielmo (2003). On debates ovcr the merits of di fièrent 
kinds of « whites » in Latin America, see especially Lesser (1995; 1999); Skidmorc (1993). 

24. On ideas of race, nation and the census in Argentina, sec Otero (2006), Andrews (1980), 
Gootcnberg ( 1993). 

25. On the subordinate position of blackness and indianness in national idcologies of mcstizaje, see 
especially Martinez-Echazabel ( 1988). This racial hierarchy-within-mixturc is sometimes inverted, 
espccially in performative spaces (Wade 1993). But such moments of i1ll'ersion test if y to the naturalized 
racial hierarchy within « mestizajc » that prcvails more broadly. 

26. The numcrical majority of indigenas might help account for the pages devoted to dcscribing the 
virtuous charactcristics of the varions pueb/os, branches (ramas], and « nations» of Bolivia's indige
nous peoples - only 9 % of whom, according to the ccnsus, still livcd « in a statc of barbarism » 
(llolivia. Oficina nacional ... 1973, p. 28). 

27. The ccnsus text furthcr cxplained that the mestizo, known as c/10/os in Bolivia, cxhibited the 
character of the Spanish and indigenous races from which it emerged, « cven thongh their features and 
color are doser to those of the indian » (Dolivia. Oficina nacional... 1973, p. 30). 

28. The text also notes a few other marginal « types» in passing, including the « not very 
perceptible group of mixed i11dige11a and negro, that of blm1co and 11egro, and the successions of these 
two». 

29. On the esscntialist assumptions embcdded in convcntional methods for projecting racial 
populations forward, see Hirschman (2002). 
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